The Specialists

Since 1966, We’ve Kept Our Focus On Achieving the Perfect Finish

Apollo Sprayers International, Inc. was founded with a singular mission—to provide the perfect finish. Over the years we have led the field in highly innovative Low Overspray HVLP products for spray finishing. Today, our state-of-the-art factory in Vista, California (USA) manufactures expertly engineered HVLP products using the latest techniques and sophisticated HVLP technology.

HVLP—High Volume Low Pressure

HVLP revolutionizes spray finishing with key benefits that cannot be achieved by any other means. A major reduction in overspray yields a safer environment and a measurable savings on coatings. Exceptional spray precision makes the whole job easier, the results absolutely flawless.

Apollo HVLP products are used for industrial and commercial finishing as well as in the quality-oriented home workshop. Our ongoing commitment to research and development ensures that all our products provide the newest, most efficient and easiest-to-use HVLP technology.

Apollo maintains constant research and development. Our manufacturing conforms to all TrueHVLP principles. We are continuously developing and testing the most powerful turbine motors in the world. Close ties to coatings manufacturers ensure accurate technical advice to finishers along with equipment capable of handling the newest coating technology.

Whether you spray on site, in a shop or factory, thanks to Apollo’s single-minded pursuit of the perfect finish, your work will have error free, impeccable results and you’ll get it right the first time, every time!
HVLP Innovators Since 1966

A Passion for Perfection
The commitment to produce the perfect finish has kept our innovations coming. In 1986 Apollo introduced the larger, most powerful dual turbine systems in models 1100 and 1200 (fully patented). In 1991, Apollo began using 100% stainless steel fluid components. In 1992, Apollo introduced TrueHVLP air conversion spray guns and began offering a two year written warranty and a 30-day satisfaction guarantee. Apollo was the first in the industry to offer a website, and in 1997 Apollo introduced the first stainless steel machine (Model 1000). Over the years, Apollo launched the first Tri-Mode™ HVLP conversion spray guns; the unique patented Xpansive™ fan control; the first dual turbine unit; the first 3-stage turbine; the first conversion gun that operates with both compressed air or turbine air—and so the list goes on. Apollo’s newest innovation, the Handi-Hold™ Spray Gun Docking Station, allows you to store, hold or transport your spray gun in a vertical position with no risk of it falling over. Ready to spray when you are.

Quality and Safety
A key focus in the design of every Apollo product is that it must be extremely safe and comfortable for the user. Today’s Apollo turbine systems meet the toughest environmental codes worldwide, and are significant for their rugged construction, comfortable operation, full ventilation, and multiple filtration. It is a simple fact that Apollo systems are designed to produce cleaner, cooler air to distribute the coating, which results in an absolutely impeccable finish.

Reliability and Durability
Apollo Spray Guns are engineered using stainless steel for all wetted fluid parts with no “O” rings. They deliver 80-90% less overspray than conventional spray methods, and offer flawless performance and outstanding results. In addition, all Apollo gun and turbine parts are readily available worldwide.
POWER Series TurboSpray

Apollo POWER-3

15% More Power from a 3-Stage Turbospray System

Enhanced 3 stage power (7.0 psi) provides 15% more pressure than common 3 stage HVLP systems. Apollo Turbospray motors are designed exclusively for HVLP use.

- Will spray ALL coatings with appropriate thinning
- Best results achieved with low to medium viscosity finishes, solvent or waterbase
- Safely transport spray gun with Handi-Hold™ positive lock spray gun docking station
- Supplied with 24’ air hose and anti-fatigue flex extension
- Supplied with multiple award winning AtomiZer 7500QT multi-functional HVLP spray gun with Precision Fan control ring and MicroTech™ Atomization Technology

New in 2015: Hour use meter, lighter weight design, comfort carry handle and anti-vibration pads.

Fan Stages: 3
Sealed Pressure: 7.0 psi (0.48 bar)
Filter type: Dual (pre-filter and main filter)
Watts: 1508
Current: 110 vac - 60 hz or 240 vac - 50 hz
Weight: 23 lbs (10.4 kg)
Height: 12” (30.48 cm)
Width: 8.5” (21.6 cm)
Length: 15” (38.1 cm)

All 240 volt units shipped

All 110 volt units are tested and certified.

Supplied with:
24 foot (7.3 meter) flex air hose.

Spray Gun choices: Apollo makes 14 spray guns that are compatible with the POWER-3. You can choose the gun that best suits your needs.

FULL 2-year warranty

This unit is equipped with an internal air relief valve to accommodate a non-bleed style turbo spray gun.

ApolloSprayers HVLP 1-888-900-HVLP (4857) www.hvlp.com
The Green Machine

Apollo 900 Turbine

Go Green Step Up to Enhanced 3-Stage Power: Run 2 Guns At Once.

Apollo Model 900 uses a large 3-stage turbine—all the power you need to run two guns simultaneously.

Suggested industries and uses:
Apollo 900 provides superior power for spraying all solvent-based materials (enamels, lacquers, stains, polyurethanes) and most HVLP-compatible waterborne coatings. This unit is well suited for larger shops that do not normally spray higher viscosity products. The increased 3-stage pressure of the Model 900 offers enhanced atomization and multiple spray gun access with a two outlet manifold. The 900 turbine also comes equipped with two Handi-Hold™ Spray Gun Docking Stations, Apollo’s newest innovation. Store, hold or transport your spray guns in a vertical position with no risk of them falling over. Ready to spray when you are.

Hi Power 3-Stage Turbine
6.0 psi (0.41 bar)
120 cfm (3.40 cmm)
Dual air filtration
Dual spray gun capability
110-120 volts, 60Hz, 12 amps, 1.75H.P.
220-240 volts, 50Hz, 6 amps, 1.75H.P.

Weight: 34lbs (15.4kg)
Height: 15” (38cm)
Width: 13” (33cm)
Length: 17” (43cm)

All EU units shipped

All 110 volt units are tested and certified.

Supplied with:
24 foot (7.3 meter) flex air hose.
Comes with an exceptional array of spray gun choices: 5006, 5011, 5021, 5505, 5510, 5520, 5530, 6000, 7500T, 7500QT, 7500MT, 7500GT-250, 7500GT-600, 7500GT-1000.

This unit cannot be used with a non-bleed spray gun without the optional external air relief valve installed.
POWER Series TurboSpray

Apollo POWER-4

More Power from a 4-Stage Turbospray System

All the features and benefits of the POWER-3, PLUS:

- Motor upgrade to enhanced 4 stage power (9.0 psi) utilizing new Tapered Fan Technology (TFT™) for more pressure. Turbospray motor is designed exclusively for HVLP use.
- Less or no thinning
- Higher turbine pressure provides ability to spray higher viscosities easier and faster.
- Less viscosity compromise
- Excellent results with pigmented coatings

New in 2015: Hour use meter, lighter weight design, comfort carry handle and anti-vibration pads.

Fan Stages: 4
Sealed Pressure: 9.0 psi (0.62 bar)
Filter type: Dual (pre-filter and main filter)
Watts: 1568
Current: 110 vac - 60 hz or 240 vac - 50 hz
Weight: 24 lbs (10.8 kg)
Height: 12” (30.48 cm)
Width: 8.5” (21.6 cm)
Length: 15” (38.1 cm)

All 240 volt units shipped

All 110 volt units are tested and certified.

Supplied with:
24 foot (7.3 meter) flex air hose.

Spray Gun choices: Apollo makes 14 spray guns that are compatible with the POWER-4. You can choose the gun that best suits your needs.

FULL 2-year warranty

This unit is equipped with an internal air relief valve to accommodate a non-bleed style turbo spray gun.

Apollo Sprayers HVLP 1-888-900-HVLP (4857) www.hvlp.com
POWER Series TurboSpray

Apollo POWER-5

More Available Power from a 5-Stage

The NEW Apollo POWER-5 combines exceptional POWER Series features in a 5-Stage turbospray system - more power means you have the performance to spray higher viscosity materials with excellent results.

All the features and benefits of the POWER-4, PLUS:

- Motor upgrade to FIVE stage power (10.0 psi) with enhanced pressure compared to common HVLP systems. Turbospray motor is designed exclusively for HVLP use.
- Will spray ALL coatings with least viscosity adjustment
- Best choice to spray the widest range of coatings and finishes – low to high viscosity
- Supplied with (27’) air hose with anti-fatigue flex extension

**New in 2015:** Hi-Lo PSI Control, hour use meter, lighter weight design, comfort carry handle and anti-vibration pads.

**Fan Stages:** 5

**Sealed Pressure:** 10 psi (0.69 bar)

**Filter type:** Dual (pre-filter and main filter)

**Watts:** 1858

**Current:** 110 vac - 60 hz or 240 vac - 50 hz

**Weight:** 25 lbs/11.3 kg

**Height:** 12” (30.48 cm)

**Width:** 8.5” (21.6 cm)

**Length:** 15” (38.1 cm)

All 240 volt units shipped

All 110 volt units are tested and certified.

**Supplied with:**

- 27 foot (8.2 meter) flex air hose.

Spray Gun choices: Apollo makes 14 spray guns that are compatible with the POWER-5. You can choose the gun that best suits your needs.

**FULL 2-year warranty**

*This unit is equipped with an internal air relief valve to accommodate a non-bleed style turbo spray gun.*
More Precision + More Power

Apollo presents refined engineering and optimized performance with the PRECISION-5 HVLP Turbospray System

Advanced Precision Features
Pressure Control System (PCS™) controls motor speed, voltage and amperage adjusting automatically for altitude and barometric pressure assuring precise atomizing pressure worldwide.

Documented 80% transfer efficiency and 38% savings on coating when compared with compressed air systems.

NEW: Throttle Back Control (TCB™) – Permits highest available flow pressure and increased motor longevity.
NEW: LCD Message Center – Accurate Pressure Display – Motor Idle – Temperature – Hour Use meter

The enhanced power and exclusive features of the PRECISION-5 put you in control of the most advanced TrueHVLP system for industries and applications demanding precision HVLP technology for the perfect finish. The PRECISION-5 comes with the Handi-Hold™ Spray Gun Docking Station to store, hold or transport your spray gun safely. Use the PRECISION-5 for the widest range of coatings, solvent or waterbase, clear or pigmented as well as specialized materials: faux paints, gelcoat, latex (emulsion) and multi-spec.

Fan Stages: 5
Sealed Pressure: 10.0 psi (.069 bar)
Filter type: Dual (pre-filter and main filter)
Watts: 1858
Current: 110 vac - 60 hz or
240 vac - 50 hz
Weight: 25 lbs/11.3 kg
Height: 12" (30.48 cm)
Width: 8.5" (21.6 cm)
Length: 15" (38.1 cm)

All EU units shipped

All 110 volt units are tested and certified.

Supplied with:
27 foot (8.2 meter) flex air hose.

Spray Gun choices: Apollo makes 4 spray guns that are compatible with the PRECISION-5. You can choose the gun that best suits your needs.

FULL 2-year warranty

This unit is equipped with an internal air relief valve to accommodate a non-bleed style turbo spray gun.

ApolloSprayers HVLP 1-888-900-HVLP (4857) www.hvlp.com
Celebrating True HVLP for 50 years

More Precision + More Power

Apollo presents refined engineering and optimized performance with the PRECISION-6 HVLP Turbospray System

Advanced Precision Features
Pressure Control System (PCS™) controls motor speed, voltage and amperage adjusting automatically for altitude and barometric pressure assuring precise atomizing pressure worldwide.

Documented 80% transfer efficiency and 38% savings on coating when compared with compressed air systems.

NEW: Throttle Back Control (TCB™) – Permits highest available flow pressure and increased motor longevity.

NEW: LCD Message Center – Accurate Pressure Display – Motor Idle – Hour Use meter

The enhanced power and exclusive features of the PRECISION-6 put you in control of the most advanced TrueHVLP system for industries and applications demanding precision HVLP technology for the perfect finish. Our unique high performance POWER BOOST TECHNOLOGY, PBT™ (patent pending) offers the highest maximum attainable HVLP pressure to spray the newest and latest coating technology, including high viscous, high solids products. The PRECISION-6 comes with the Handi-Hold™ Spray Gun Docking Station to store, hold or transport your spray gun safely. Use the PRECISION-6 for the widest range of coatings, solvent or waterbase, clear or pigmented as well as specialized materials: faux paints, gelcoat, latex (emulsion) and multi-spec.

Fan Stages: N/A
Sealed Pressure: 14 psi (0.97 bar)
Flow Pressure: 10.5 psi (0.724 bar)
Filter type: Dual (pre-filter and main filter)
Watts: 2500
Current: 240 vac - 50 hz
Weight: 76 lbs/35 kg
Height: 41" (104.14 cm)
Width: 20" (50.8 cm)
Length: 15" (38.1 cm)

All EU units shipped
All USA and Canadian units are tested and certified

Supplied with:
37' (11.28 meters) flex air hose.

Spray Gun choices: Apollo makes 4 spray guns that are compatible with the PRECISION-6 You can choose the gun that best suits your needs.

FULL 2-year warranty

This unit is equipped with an internal air relief valve to accommodate a non-bleed style turbo spray gun.

www.hvlp.com 1-888-900-HVLP (4857)
ECO-logical, ECO-nomical
HVLP for small workshops and semi-pro

- Compact lightweight design
- Rugged 20’ air hose with quick connects
- 3-stage power (5.5 psi)
- 2-year warranty (parts & labor)
- Sprays all coatings with proper thinning
- Expert factory technical support
- Bleeder type, 1 quart spray gun

USA MADE

888-900-4857
www.asi-hvlp.com
ECO-logical, ECO-nomical
HVLP for small workshops and semi-pro
- Compact lightweight design
- Rugged 20’ air hose with quick connects
- 3-stage power (5.5 psi)
- 2-year warranty (parts & labor)
- Sprays all coatings with proper thinning
- Expert factory technical support
- Non-Bleed, 1 quart metal spray gun

USA MADE

ASI-HVLP
By Apollo Sprayers International, Inc.

888-900-4857  www.asi-hvlp.com
**ECO-logical, ECO-nomical**

HVLP for DIY, Small Workshops, and Semi-Pro

- Innovative turbine system, compact design
- 20’ air hose, quick disconnect
- Dual QT™ Quiet Technology filters

**ECO Advantages:**

- 80-90% transfer efficient, less wasted paint and mess
- Handi-Hold Spray gun docking station
- Save 30-50% on material costs
- More power for a finer finish - 15-20% more power than other HVLP brands
- Sprays higher viscosity coatings
- Factory direct technical support
- 2-year warranty

**ASI-HVLP Turbine Spray Guns:**

- **Apollo E6000**- Bleeder style turbine spray gun
  Economy spray gun with 1 qt. cup

- **Apollo E5011**- Bleeder style turbine spray gun
  Features stainless steel fluid passages and 1qt. metal cup

- **Apollo E7000**- Non-bleeder style turbine spray gun
  Features a fan pattern adjustment knob, stainless fluid passages and 1qt. metal cup

- **Apollo E5530**- Bleeder style turbine spray gun
  Features stainless steel fluid passages, pressurized side-mount gravity cup

- **Apollo E7500GT0-600**- Non-bleeder style turbine spray gun
  Features fan pattern adjustment control, stainless steel fluid passages and top mount 600cc cup

**Contact:**

888-900-4857 • www.asi-hvlp.com
Celebrating True HVLP for over 40 years

Get Started with Apollo – At the Right Price!

EconoSpray™ Turbine Bleeder Spray Guns

Series 6000

A Convenient Solution for the Budget Minded Finisher

Apollo 6000 Series guns are full featured value-priced spray guns to optionally accompany the Model 800S providing the opportunity to discover the benefits of Apollo TrueHVLP at an affordable price. The 6000 Series can also be used as an extra or alternate spray gun with any Apollo HVLP turbine system. It is especially efficient for spraying latex (emulsion) paints, and stains as well as any finish of choice alongside your primary Apollo HVLP spray gun.

- Full featured
- Lightweight
- Nozzle/Needle selection
- Economical
- Stainless steel needle
- Metal air cap for precision performance
- Ultra easy to clean and maintain

A6000 EconoSpray™ Cup Gun

The Apollo 6000 EconoSpray™ gun is a no-frills bleeder style spray gun that comes with a 1 quart (1 litre) cup assembly and a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube.

Weight: 16.7oz (0.47kg)

A6020 EconoSpray™ Touch-up Cup Gun

The Apollo 6020 EconoSpray™ gun is a no-frills bleeder style spray gun that comes complete with an 8fl. oz (250cc) mini cup and a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube. Extra cups with lids are available for use with multiple colors, etc. Order part #A5405.

Weight: 13.0oz (0.37kg)
The World’s Most Wanted Spray Guns—Discover the Difference!

SuperSpray® Turbine Bleeder Spray Guns

Series 5000
A Streamlined Solution for the Budget Minded User

Apollo 5000 Series SuperSpray® guns have been consistently popular with our customers, for good reasons – the bleeder turbine guns are rugged, super-durable, easy to use and simple to maintain. Enjoy low overspray and a flawless finish.

All 5000 Series spray guns include:

- All wetted fluid parts machined from marine grade stainless steel
- NO "O" rings.
- Polished aluminum spray head
- Lightweight resin handle
- Basic spares kit
- 2-year written warranty

Nozzle/Needle sizes available:
0.75mm, 1.0mm (installed), 1.5mm, 2.0mm and 2.5mm

Air Cap sizes available: A (installed) and B

A5006 Production Spray Gun—No-Frills Basic Model

The Apollo 5006 SuperSpray® gun comes ready to attach to any size pressure pot or cup accessory. Available with either 1/4" (6mm) or 3/8" (10mm) fluid coupler, spare parts kit, a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 15.6oz (0.44kg)
5000 Series SuperSpray® Turbine Bleeder Spray Guns

A5011 SuperSpray® Quick Release Cup Gun
The Apollo 5011 SuperSpray® gun is a no-frills bleeder style spray gun that comes with a 1 quart (1 litre) cup assembly, spare parts kit, a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube, wrench (spanner), and a non-return valve.

Weight: 31.4oz (0.89kg)

A5021 SuperSpray® Touch-up Cup Gun
The Apollo 5021 SuperSpray® gun is a no-frills bleeder style spray gun that comes complete with an 8fl. oz (250cc) mini cup, spare parts kit, a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube, wrench (spanner) and a non-return valve. Extra cups with lids are available for use with multiple colors, etc. Order part #A5405.

Weight: 19.2oz (0.54kg)
Series 5500

Series 5500—Upgraded Models with Added Features and Versatility

Apollo 5500 series bleeder spray guns are a very popular choice among top woodworkers and contractors for a number of good reasons. The rugged durable design has proven itself again and again – that's why this series has been in continuous production for over 15 years. The 5500 is ergonomically designed for user comfort and delivers perfectly atomized finishes every time. It is completely reliable and offers easy breakdown and easy maintenance. Enjoy low overspray and a flawless finish.

- All wetted fluid parts machined from marine grade stainless steel
- NO "O" rings
- Bronze plated head and handle
- OS control installed on spray gun to modify air flow and texturing
- New duckbill valve installed inside cup assembly on 5510, 5520 and 5530 only (Replaces non-return valve)
- Enhanced spares kit
- Deluxe packaging
- 2-year written warranty

Nozzle/Needle sizes available:
0.75mm, 1.0mm (installed), 1.5mm, 2.0mm and 2.5mm

Air Cap sizes available:
A (installed) and B

A5505 SuperSpray® Production Gun

The Apollo 5505 SuperSpray® gun comes ready to attach to any size pressure pot or cup accessory and is supplied with a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube, spare parts kit and a wrench (spanner). Available with either 1/4" (6mm) or 3/8" (10mm) fluid coupler.

Weight: 19.8oz (0.56kg)
A5510 SuperSpray® Quick Release Cup Gun
The Apollo 5510 HVLP bleeder turbine cup gun comes complete with a 1 quart (1 litre) non-stick coated cup assembly, duckbill valve, spare parts kit, a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube, wrench (spanner) and a stainless steel material filter.  

Weight: 35.6oz (1kg)

A5520 SuperSpray® Touch-Up Cup Gun
The Apollo 5520 SuperSpray® Touch-up gun comes complete with an 8fl. oz (250cc) touch-up cup assembly, duckbill valve, spare parts kit, a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube, wrench (spanner) and stainless steel material filter. Great for small jobs or switching colors, with additional cups and lids available. Order part #A5405  

Weight: 22.6oz (0.64kg)

A5530 SuperSpray® Gravity Feed HVLP Cup Gun
The Apollo 5530 gravity feed spray gun works with any compatible turbine system and features a flexible, side mounted cup that permits better substrate visibility and lets you tilt the spray gun while keeping the cup vertical. Pressurized cup enables heavy primers to be sprayed with increased spray gun performance.  Supplied with an 8fl. oz (250cc) gravity cup and a 20fl. oz (600cc) cup, duckbill valve, spare parts kit, a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).  

Weight: 21.6oz (0.61kg)
Series 5100

Apollo Series 5100 TrueHVLP compressed air spray guns give you the best of both worlds (compressed air or turbine air). The superbly engineered conversion chamber built into the gun spray head converts high-pressure air into TrueHVLP air. Enjoy low overspray and a flawless finish.

- All stainless steel fluid parts
- NO "O" rings
- Polished aluminum spray head and handle
- Patented dual-mode design allows you to use with your turbine or your compressor
- Low overspray (80-90% efficiency)—exceeds all known regulations for transfer efficiency
- 2-year written warranty

Nozzle/Needle sizes available:
0.75mm, 1.0mm (installed), 1.5mm, 2.0mm, 2.5mm

Air Cap sizes available: A (installed) and B

Recommended Compressor Size:
At least 3 H.P. with a 20 gallon (75 litre) air tank to prevent down time while the compressor refills. Be sure to use a good oil and moisture filter to eliminate contamination problems. See Apollo filter-regulator A4252 on accessory page.

Required Air Pressure and Volume: 20-80 psi, 7-11 cfm

A5106 Maxi-Miser® Production Spray Gun

The Apollo 5106 Maxi-Miser® compressed air HVLP production gun is supplied with a spare parts kit, a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner). Available with either 1/4” (6mm) or 3/8” (10mm) fluid coupler. Ready to use with any size pressure pot or cup accessory.

Weight: 21.4oz (0.61kg)
5100 Series Maxi-Miser® HVLP Conversion Guns

A5111 Maxi-Miser® Quick Release Cup Gun
The Apollo 5111 compressed air HVLP spray gun is supplied with a 1 quart (1 litre) non-stick coated cup assembly, non-return valve, spare parts kit, a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 37.1oz (1.05kg)

A5121 Maxi-Miser® Touch-Up Spray Gun
The Apollo 5121 compressed air HVLP spray gun is supplied with an 8fl. oz (250cc) mini touch-up cup, non-return valve, spare parts kit, a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 25.8oz (0.73kg)

Special Combo Packages

2 Quart (2 Litre) Combo System
This production package includes a 2 quart (2 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot with stainless steel material tube, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 6' (2m) x 1/4" (6mm) air hose, 6' (2m) x 1/4" (6mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for small production jobs. Order part #A4220 and your choice of gun.

2.5 Gallon (10 Litre) Combo System
This production package includes a 2.5 gallon (10 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot, with stainless steel material tube, stainless steel filter, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 20' (6m) x 3/8" (10mm) or 30' (9m) x 3/8" (10mm) air hose and 20' (6m) x 3/8" (10mm) or 30' (9m) x 3/8" (10mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for larger or continuous spray applications. Order part #A4166 and your choice of spray gun.
Maxi-Miser® Conversion Spray Guns

Series 5600

Get Maximum Turbine Efficiency from Your Air Compressor

The Apollo 5600 series conversion spray guns enables the craftsman to get equal power and flawless performance from either a compressor or a turbine. The brilliantly engineered conversion chamber is machined into the head of the gun to convert high-pressure air into TrueHVLP air. Use the coating of your choice with very little overspray (80-90% transfer efficiency), at the same time achieving a high quality finish that matches your craftsmanship. Enjoy low overspray and a flawless finish.

- All wetted fluid parts machined from marine grade stainless steel
- NO "O" rings
- Bronze plated head and handle
- Patented dual-mode design allows use with any make turbine or your 3 H.P. or larger compressor
- Enhanced spares kit
- Deluxe packaging
- Exceeds all known regulations for transfer efficiency
- 2-year written warranty

Nozzle/Needle sizes available: 0.75mm, 1.0mm (installed), 1.5mm, 2.0mm, 2.5mm

Air Cap sizes available: A (installed), B

Required Air Pressure and Volume: 20-80 psi and 7-11 cfm

Recommended Compressor Size:
At least 3 H.P. with a 20-gallon (75 litre) air tank to prevent down time while the compressor refills. Be sure to use a good oil and moisture filter/separator to eliminate contamination problems. Order Apollo Filter/Regulator part #A4252.

A5605 Maxi-Miser® Production Spray Gun

The Apollo 5605 TrueHVLP production spray gun is ready to attach to any size pressure pot or cup accessory and comes supplied with an enhanced spare parts kit, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner). Available with either 1/4" (6mm) or 3/8" (10mm) fluid coupler.

Weight: 21.4oz (0.61kg)
5600 Series TrueHVLP Maxi-Miser® Spray Guns

A5610 Maxi-Miser® Quick-Release Cup Gun
The Apollo 5610 compressed air HVLP spray gun is supplied with a 1 quart (1 litre) non-stick coated cup assembly, duckbill valve, spare parts kit, stainless steel material filter, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 37.5oz (1.06kg)

A5620 Maxi-Miser® Touch-Up Spray Gun
The Apollo 5620 compressed air HVLP touch-up spray gun is supplied with an 8fl. oz (250cc) mini cup assembly, duckbill valve, spare parts kit, stainless steel material filter, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 24.9oz (0.71kg)

A5630 Maxi-Miser® Gravity Feed Spray Gun
The Apollo 5630 compressed air HVLP gravity feed spray gun is supplied with an 8fl. oz (250cc) and a 20fl. oz (600cc) non-stick coated gravity cup, duckbill valve, spare parts kit, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

The pressurized cup enables heavy primers to be sprayed with increased gun performance.

Weight: 25.8oz (0.73kg)

Special Combo Packages

2 Quart (2 Litre) Combo System
This production package includes a 2 quart (2 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot with stainless steel material tube, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 6’ (2m) x 1/4” (6mm) air hose, 6’ (2m) x 1/4” (6mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for small production jobs. Order part #A4220 and your choice of spray gun.

2.5 Gallon (10 Litre) Combo System
This production package includes a 2.5 gallon (10 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot, with stainless steel material tube, stainless steel filter, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 20' (6m) x 3/8" (10mm) or 30' (9m) x 3/8" (10mm) air hose and 20' (6m) x 3/8" (10mm) or 30' (9m) x 3/8" (10mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for larger or continuous spray applications. Order part #A4166 and your choice of spray gun.
The New Apollo 7500T Series

For Turbine Air

Apollo Sprayers International, Inc. created a giant leap forward in True HVLP technology with the Apollo 7500T, The AtomiZer. This unique spray gun delivers enhanced True HVLP performance and flawless results with any make turbine or air compressor, 3HP/20 gallon (75 litre) tank or larger. Seeing is believing with this breakthrough technology. The AtomiZer’s excellent design and comfort of usage won it Popular Woodworking’s “Best New HVLP Tool” Award and the coveted AWFS Sequoia award.

- Handsome new design with bronze plated spray head
- Precision fan control through the Xpansive™ Fan Control Ring
- New technology for atomizing particles – MicroTech™ Atomization Technology
- A major advance in balance and lightweight design
- Durability and reliability ensured with internal parts expertly engineered from marine-grade stainless steel and NO “O” rings
- Color-coded air caps make changing a complete range of nozzle and needle sizes quick and easy
- Clean-up is simple
- 2-year written warranty
- Unique spray gun design allows three different cup configurations:
  - Gravity feed – three cup sizes
  - Pressure feed – two cup sizes, and
  - Production – 2 quart (2 litre) pot or larger

Nozzle/Needle sizes available:
0.8mm, 1.0mm (installed), 1.3mm, 1.5mm, 1.8mm, 2.0mm, 2.5mm

Air Cap sizes available: A, B (installed), C & D (color coded)

A7500T AtomiZer™ Production Spray Gun

The Atomizer 7500T True HVLP production spray gun is supplied with a deluxe carrying case, spare parts kit, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner). Ready to use with any pressure pot or cup accessory using a 3/8” (10mm) fluid coupler.

Weight: 16.9oz (0.48kg)
The AtomiZer™ 7500T Series HVLP Non-Bleeder Turbine Spray Guns

A7500QT AtomiZer™ Quick-Release Cup Gun
The Apollo 7500QT turbine cup gun is supplied with a 1 quart (1 litre) non-stick coated cup assembly, duckbill valve, deluxe carrying case, spare parts kit, stainless steel material filter, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 32.4oz (0.92kg)

A7500MT AtomiZer™ Touch-Up Spray Gun
The Apollo 7500MT touch-up cup gun is supplied with an 8fl. oz (250cc) mini touch-up cup assembly, duckbill valve, carrying case, spare parts kit, stainless steel material filter, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 20.3oz (0.58kg)

A7500GT AtomiZer™ Gravity Feed Spray Gun
The Apollo 7500GT gravity feed spray gun is supplied with an 8fl. oz (250cc) or 20fl. oz (600cc) non-stick coated gravity cup or a 1 quart (1000cc) gravity cup, duckbill valve, deluxe carrying case, spare parts kit, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: A7500GT-250: 21.5oz (0.61kg)
Weight: A7500GT-600: 25.2oz (0.71kg)
Weight: A7500GT-1000: 26.8oz (0.76kg)
Celebrating True HVLP for over 40 years

The one gun that does it all.™

Introducing
The
Atomizer™

The New Apollo 7500C Series
For Compressed Air

Apollo Sprayers International, Inc., celebrate a giant leap forward in TrueHVLP technology with the award winning Apollo 7500C, The Atomizer. This unique spray gun delivers enhanced True HVLP performance and flawless results with any make turbine or air compressor, 3H.P./20 gallon (75 litre) tank or larger. Enjoy low overspray and a flawless finish. Seeing is believing with this breakthrough technology:

- Handsome new design with bronze plated spray head
- Precision fan control through the Xpansive™ Fan Control Ring
- New technology for atomizing particles – MicroTech™ Atomization Technology
- A major advance in balance and lightweight design
- Durability and reliability ensured with internal parts expertly engineered from marine-grade stainless steel and NO "O" rings
- Color-coded air caps make changing a complete range of nozzle and needle sizes quick and easy
- Clean-up is simple
- 2-year written warranty
- Unique spray gun design allows three different cup configurations:
  - Gravity feed – three cup sizes
  - Pressure feed – two cup sizes, and
  - Production – 2 quart (2 litre) pot or larger

Nozzle/Needle sizes available:
0.8mm, 1.0mm (installed), 1.3mm, 1.5mm, 1.8mm, 2.0mm, 2.5mm

Air Cap sizes available: A, B (installed), C & D (color coded)

Required Air Pressure and Volume: 20-80 psi and 7-11 cfm

A7500C Atomizer TrueHVLP Production Spray Gun
The Atomizer 7500C TrueHVLP production spray gun is supplied with a deluxe carrying case, spare parts kit, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner). Ready to use with any pressure pot or cup accessory using a 3/8" (10mm) fluid coupler.

Weight: 16.9oz (0.48kg)

ApolloSprayers HVLP 1-888-900-HVLP (4857) www.hvlp.com
The AtomiZer™ 7500C Series HVLP Compressed Air Spray Guns

A7500QC AtomiZer™ Quick-Release Cup Gun
The Apollo 7500QC compressed air HVLP cup gun is supplied with a 1 quart (1 litre) non-stick coated cup assembly, stainless steel material filter, non-return valve, deluxe carrying case, spare parts kit, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 32.4oz (0.92kg)

A7500MC AtomiZer™ Touch-Up Spray Gun
The Apollo 7500MC compressed air HVLP touch-up spray gun is supplied with an 8fl. oz (250cc) mini touch-up cup assembly, stainless steel material filter, non-return valve, deluxe carrying case, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 25.7oz (0.73kg)

A7500GC AtomiZer™ Gravity Feed Spray Gun
The Apollo 7500GC compressed air HVLP gravity cup gun is supplied with a choice of an 8fl. oz (250cc) or a 20fl. oz (600cc) non-stick coated gravity cup or a 1 quart (1000cc) gravity cup, non-return valve, deluxe carrying case, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: A7500GC-250: 29.3oz (0.83kg)
Weight: A7500GC-600: 33.0oz (0.94kg)
Weight: A7500GC-1000: 35.0oz (1.0kg)

Special Combo Packages - 2 Quart (2 Litre) Combo System
This production package includes a 2 quart (2 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot with stainless steel material tube, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 6’ (2m) x 1/4” (6mm) air hose, 6’ (2m) x 1/4” (6mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for small production jobs. Order part #A4220 and your choice of spray gun.

2.5 Gallon (10 Litre) Combo System
This production package includes a 2.5 gallon (10 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot, with stainless steel material tube, stainless steel filter, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 20’ (6m) x 3/8” (10mm) or 30’ (9m) x 3/8” (10mm) air hose and 20’ (6m) x 3/8” (10mm) or 30’ (9m) x 3/8” (10mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for larger or continuous spray applications. Order part #A4166 and your choice of spray gun.

www.hvlp.com 1-888-900-HVLP (4857)
Super-Spray® Conversion Spray Guns

Series 8000

The Apollo 8000 Super-Spray® Guns Meet the Intensive Demands of the Professional Automotive Finisher

- New ergonomic design reduces operator fatigue
- Stainless steel fluid parts
- Thumb adjust fan pattern knob
- Low maintenance
- Low operating pressure
- 2-year written warranty

The Apollo 8000 series gravity spray gun is designed for the demanding automotive finisher. The 8000 lays down primer and under-sealers perfectly. Expertly engineered for the automotive market to give the best performance for a reasonable price. Enjoy low overspray and a flawless finish.

Nozzle/Needle sizes available:
1.5mm (installed), and 1.8mm.

Weight: 22.3oz (0.63kg)

Required Air Pressure and Volume: 7-30 psi and 5-7 cfm

8000 Series Primer Spray Gun
The Apollo 8000 compressed air HVLP gravity cup gun has a polished aluminum spray head and handle, 1.5mm nozzle and needle installed. The 8000 series gun is supplied with a 20fl. oz (600cc) gravity cup, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).
Super-Spray® Conversion Spray Guns

Series 8200

The Apollo 8200 Super-Spray® Gun Combines Lightning Speed Of Application with Super Fine Atomization

The Apollo 8200 Super-Spray® gun is a high performance HVLP spray gun that provides superb atomization along with True HVLP efficiency. Combine ultra-fast application speed with our precise Xpansive™ Fan Control Ring and you have the ultimate HVLP spray gun with low overspray and a flawless finish. Handsome new design with chrome plated spray gun body.

- Precision fan control through the Xpansive™ Fan Control Ring
- New technology for atomizing particles – MicroTech™ Atomization Technology
- A major advance in balance and lightweight design
- Durability and reliability ensured with internal parts expertly engineered from marine-grade stainless steel
- 2-year written warranty
- Easy to use and clean-up
- Increase substrate visibility with Tri-Mode™ Gravity Feed

Nozzle/Needle sizes available:
1.0mm (installed) 1.4mm, 2.0mm

Air Caps available:
1.0mm (installed), 1.4mm and 2.0mm.

Required Air Pressure and Volume:
7-25 psi and 4-6 cfm

A8200 Super-Spray® Production Spray Gun
The Apollo 8200 spray gun has a 1/4" (6mm) material connector that is ready to use with any production pot or cup accessory. It can be expanded to use with a 3/8”(10mm) connector. The 8200 production spray gun is supplied with a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 17.5oz (0.50kg)

Tri-Mode™
A unique design that allows three different cup configurations:
- Gravity feed – side mount, 13fl. oz (400cc)
- Pressure feed – two cup sizes, and
- Production – 2 quart (2 litre) pot or larger

The gravity cup is side mounted providing better substrate visibility and the ability to rotate the cup allowing the spray gun to be held in virtually any position.
2.5 Gallon (10 Litre) Combo System

This production package includes a 2.5 gallon (10 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot, with stainless steel material tube, stainless steel filter, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 20’ (6m) x 3/8" (10mm) air hose and 20’ (6m) x 3/8" (10mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for larger or continuous spray applications. Order part #A4166 and your choice of spray gun.

Special Combo Packages 2 Quart (2 Litre) Combo System

This production package includes a 2 quart (2 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot with stainless steel material tube, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 6’ (2m) x 1/4" (6mm) air hose, 6’ (2m) x 1/4" (6mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for small production jobs. Order part #A4220 and your choice of spray gun.

A8200Q Super-Spray® Quick-Release Cup Gun.

Be in control with the 8200Q Super-Spray® gun. Enjoy the production benefits of the 8200 and a 1 quart (1 litre) cup assembly with cup pressure control. Ensure maximum efficiency, application speed and super fine atomization. The A8200Q Super-Spray® HVLP cup gun is supplied with a 1 quart (1 litre) non-stick coated cup assembly, cup pressure regulator/gauge, duckbill valve, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner). Weight: 42.4oz (1.28kg)

A8200M Super-Spray® Touch-Up Spray Gun

Perfect for that small job or changing colors frequently. Add additional cups with lids for storing different colors in the cups. Order part #A5405. The Apollo 8200M touch-up cup gun is supplied with an 8fl. oz (250cc) mini touch-up cup assembly, duckbill valve, cup pressure regulator/gauge, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 29.4oz (0.83kg)

A8200G Super-Spray® Gravity Feed Spray Gun

Ultimate gravity feed without the cup getting in your way. Tilt the cup back and forth without spilling your material. The Apollo 8200G is supplied with a 13fl. oz (400cc) side mounted stainless steel gravity cup, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 24.8oz (0.70kg)

www.hvlp.com
1-888-900-HVLP (4857)

8200 Series Super-Spray® HVLP Conversion Spray Guns

1-888-900-HVLP (4857)  www.hvlp.com
Celebrating True HVLP for over 40 years

Super-Spray® Conversion Spray Guns

Series 8400

The 8400 Series Super-Spray® Guns Provide Unmatched Comfort with Lightweight Design

Good things come in small packages. The Apollo 8400 Super-Spray® gun is a full featured compact HVLP production spray gun offering a wide range of options. It is designed in the unique Apollo Tri-Mode™ configuration allowing the spray gun to be used with either a standard bottom style cup, a gravity cup, or as a fluid feed production spray gun. Use the 8400 for any task from touch-up to light production. It’s feather-light weight reduces operator fatigue resulting in fewer finishing errors. Enjoy low overspray and a flawless finish.

- Compact lightweight design reduces operator fatigue
- Stainless steel fluid components
- Increased substrate visibility with Tri-Mode™ Gravity Feed
- Durable and reliable
- 2-year written warranty

Nozzle /Needle sizes available:
1.0mm (installed) 1.3mm 1.5mm

Air Caps available:
1.0mm (installed), 1.3mm and 1.5mm.

Required Air Pressure and Volume:
7-30 psi and 3-6 cfm

A8400 Super-Spray® Production Spray Gun

The Apollo 8400 Super-Spray® gun has a 1/4” (6mm) material connector that is ready to use with any production pot or cup accessory. The 8400 production spray gun is supplied with a sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray GunLube and a wrench (spanner).

Weight: 17.4oz (0.49kg)

Tri-Mode™
A unique design that allows three different cup configurations:
- Gravity feed – side mount, 13fl. oz (400cc)
- Pressure feed – two cup sizes, and
- Production – 2 quart (2 litre) pot or larger

The gravity cup is side mounted providing better substrate visibility and the ability to rotate the cup allowing the spray gun to be held in virtually any position.

ApolloSprayers HVLP 1-888-900-HVLP (4857) www hvlp com
**8400 Series Super-Spray® HVLP Conversion Spray Guns**

### A8400M Super-Spray® Touch-up Spray Gun
Perfect for that small job or changing colors frequently. Add additional cups with lids for storing different colors in the cups. Order part #A5405. The Apollo 8400M Super-Spray® touch-up cup gun is supplied with an 8 fl. oz (250cc) mini touch-up cup assembly, duckbill valve, cup pressure regulator/gauge, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

**Weight:** 29.4oz (0.83kg)

### A8400G Super-Spray® Gravity Feed Spray Gun
Ultimate gravity feed and light weight design. Tilt the cup back and forth without spilling your material. Enjoy better substrate visibility. The Apollo 8400G is supplied with a 13 fl. oz (400cc) side mounted stainless steel gravity cup, sample bottle of genuine Apollo Spray Gun Lube and a wrench (spanner).

**Weight:** 24.8oz (0.70kg)

### Special Combo Packages 2 Quart (2 Litre) Combo System
This production package includes a 2 quart (2 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot with stainless steel material tube, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 6' (2m) x 1/4" (6mm) air hose, 6' (2m) x 1/4" (6mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for small production jobs. Order part #A4220 and your choice of spray gun.

### 2.5 Gallon (10 Litre) Combo System
This production package includes a 2.5 gallon (10 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot with stainless steel material tube, stainless steel filter, dual pressure regulators and gauges, 20' (6m) x 3/8" (10mm) or 30' (9m) x 3/8" (10mm) air hose and 20' (6m) x 3/8" (10mm) or 30' (9m) x 3/8" (10mm) fluid hose and your choice of A7500C, A5106, A5605, A8200 or A8400 spray gun. Excellent for larger or continuous spray applications. Order part #A4166 and your choice of spray gun.
Turbine Accessories

4500 – 2 Quart (2 Litre) Fluid Feed System

Designed to be used with Apollo turbine systems: models 825, 900, 1025 and 1100. Excellent in the shop or on site. Perfect for that larger job when a quart (litre) is just not enough or when greater spray gun mobility is needed to get into a tight corner.

Includes: oil-less mini air compressor, 2 quart (2 litre) non-stick coated pressure pot with stainless steel material tube, 20’ (6m) or 30’ (9m) fluid hose, air blanking screw and 4 wheels for easy mobility. Order part #A4500.

4550 – Mobile Cart and Fluid Feed System

Designed to be used with Apollo turbine systems: models 825, 900, and 1025. Excellent in the shop or on site. Perfect for larger jobs when a quart (litre) is just not enough or when greater spray gun mobility is needed to get into a tight corner. 2.5 gallon (10 litre) pressure pot non-stick coated inside and out, with stainless steel fluid parts throughout. Large wheels provide easier mobility when going up and down stairs or curbs.

Includes: 2.5 gallon (10 litre) deluxe pressure pot, oil-less mini air compressor, 20’ (6m) or 30’ (9m) fluid hose, air blanking screw and cart. Order part #A4550.
**Turbine "Y" Connector**

Designed for use with all Apollo turbine systems. The Y-Connector allows a single gun turbine system to be used with two spray guns at the same time. Order part #A4227.

**Replacement Filters and Pre-filters**

Genuine Apollo brand replacement filters and pre-filters are available for your Apollo turbine. Replace filters as recommended in the instruction manual and always use genuine Apollo brand filters for the best protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Part # for Filters</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Part # for Pre-Filters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>725</td>
<td>A4129</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>A4058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800S</td>
<td>A9012</td>
<td>800S</td>
<td>No Pre-Filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825/900/1025</td>
<td>A4171</td>
<td>825/900/1025</td>
<td>A4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100/1200</td>
<td>A4153</td>
<td>1100/1200</td>
<td>2 x A4096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 x A4095

**Handi-Hold™ Spray Gun Docking Station**

Handi-Hold™ Spray Gun Docking Station, Apollo's newest innovation. Store, hold or transport your spray gun in a vertical position with no risk of it falling over. Ready to spray when you are. Order part #A5326.

**Genuine Apollo Fluid Hoses**

1/4" (6mm) or 3/8" (10mm) diameter heavy duty lined fluid hose, custom cut to desired length, or order the following pre-cut lengths complete with zinc coated fluid couplers.

- A2113 - 6' (2m) x 1/4" (6mm) fluid hose with couplers
- A2059 - 20' (6m) x 1/4" (6mm) fluid hose with couplers
- A2060 - 40' (12m) x 1/4" (6mm) fluid hose with couplers
- A2114 - 6' (2m) x 3/8" (10mm) fluid hose with couplers
- A2159 - 20' (6m) x 3/8" (10mm) fluid hose with couplers
- A2160 - 40' (12m) x 3/8" (10mm) fluid hose with couplers

**Genuine Apollo Turbine Air Hoses**

Available as replacements for any Apollo turbine system or as an extra hose to run multiple spray guns. Comes complete with quick connect couplers. Apollo air hose is 5/8" (16mm) diameter with an added 4' (1.22m) flexible whip end reducing operator fatigue. The following are available in pre-cut lengths:

- A1068 - 24' (7m) x 5/8" (16mm) flex-air hose
- A1069 - 34' (10m) x 5/8" (16mm) flex-air hose
- A1070 - 44' (13m) x 5/8" (16mm) flex-air hose

**Model               Part # for Filters Model               Part # for Pre-Filters**

- 725 A4129 725 A4058
- 800S A9012 800S No Pre-Filters
- 825/900/1025 A4171 825/900/1025 A4096
- 1100/1200 A4153 1100/1200 2 x A4096
- 1 x A4095
Spray Gun Accessories

**Viscosity Cup**
A genuine Apollo viscosity cup will help you accurately measure your material thickness for perfect thinning/reducing every time. Calibrated to the equivalent of a Zahn® No. 2. Order part #A5249.

**1 Quart (1Litre) Cup Assembly**
The Apollo 1 quart (1 litre) cup assembly comes standard with a non-stick coated cup and stainless steel material passageways. Use this cup to add onto any of Apollo’s production spray guns. Order part #A5251.

**Mini Touch-up Cup Assembly**
Add the mini 8fl. oz (250cc) touch-up cup assembly to any of Apollo’s spray guns. Excellent for spraying smaller jobs, getting into tight places or for using and storing multiple colors or stains. Order part #A5269 with adapter #A4150.

**3 Pack of Mini Cups**
Add extra cups to your mini cup assembly to store your colors and stains without contaminating your container. Each cup comes with its own storage lid to easily change cups. Available in packs of 3 cups and 3 lids. Order part #A5405 (pack of 3).

**Cleaning Kit**
Our spray gun cleaning kit is an excellent choice to make cleanup easy. 17 piece kit contains multiple size brushes and picks to thoroughly reach and clean all spray gun parts. Order part #A5318.

**Spray Gun Lube**
Apollo has developed a special spray gun lubricant that is suitable for use with all Apollo spray guns. This revolutionary lubricant took years to develop. Apollo spray gun lube can be used with both water and solvent finishes because there are no silicones or petroleum distillates added. Available in a 2fl. oz (14cc) bottle. Order part #A5407.
Spray Gun Accessories

2 Quart (2 Litre) Pressure Pot with Single Regulator and Gauge
Expand your finishing volume with a 2 quart (2 litre) pressure pot. Greater volume and more flexibility. Non-stick coated cup and stainless steel material parts make this a great cup assembly for use with any turbine fluid feed system. Complete with single regulator and 0-30psi gauge. Order part #A4200, also available with dual regulators part #A4221.

2.5 Gallon (10 Litre) Pressure Pot
A rugged, non-stick coated pressure pot with stainless steel pick-up tube and mesh filter. Safe for water based coatings. Complete with single regulator and 0-30psi gauge for use with any turbine fluid feed system. Order part #A4113 with a single regulator or part #A4166 with dual regulators.

Stainless Steel Filter
Use this handy stainless steel filter for spraying heavy latex (emulsion) paint and pigmented materials, including stains. Filters heavy particles of material that may be floating in your fluid. Helps to prevent clogged tips. Order part #A4254.

5000 Series OS (Overspray) Control
Use the Apollo 5000 Series OS control in your 5000 Series turbine spray gun. Reduces air flow from the turbine by as much as 50% for spraying thin materials and texturing. Order part # A5257.

7500 Series OS (Overspray) Control
Use the Apollo 7500 Series OS control in your 7500T Series turbine spray gun. Reduces air flow from the turbine by as much as 50% for spraying thin materials and texturing. Order part # A7546.

5000 Series Upper Port Insert and Cap
Connect your air hose to the upper port of your 5000 Series spray gun. Simply remove the blanking cap and add the upper port insert. You can now attach your hose to the top of your spray gun, thereby increasing your air cap pressure and enabling you to put the hose over your shoulder. Order part # A5216 and A5217.

7500T Series Upper Port Insert and Cap
Connect your air hose to the upper port of your 7500T Series spray gun. Simply remove the blanking cap and add the upper port insert. You can now attach your hose to the top of your spray gun, thereby increasing your air cap pressure and enabling you to put the hose over your shoulder. Order part # A7543 and A7544.
Gravity Cups
Use your Apollo 5530, 5630 or 7500 Series spray gun with a gravity cup. Apollo offers 3 sizes to choose from, 8fl. oz (250cc), 20fl. oz (600cc) and 34fl. oz (1000cc). The 8fl. oz (250cc) and 20fl. oz (600cc) cups come with non-stick coating. Order part # A5033 for the 8fl. oz (250cc) cup or # A5034 for the 20fl. oz (600cc) cup or # A7536 for the 34fl. oz (1000cc) cup.

Compressed Air Handle Coupler
Use your 7500T Series turbine spray gun with any air compressor. Simply remove the turbine handle coupler and add the compressed air handle coupler and your quick connect of choice. Order part #A7545.

Turbine Handle Coupler
Use your 7500C Series conversion spray gun with any turbine system. Simply remove the Compressed Air Handle Coupler and add the Turbine Handle Coupler. Order part #A7526.

Air Adjustment Valve
Fine tune atomizing pressure for best finish results right at the handle of any spray gun simply by rotating the knob. Lightweight and easy to use. Order part #4251.

Air Filter/Pressure Regulator
Excellent wall-mounted filter/pressure regulator to prevent oil and moisture from entering air lines. Regulate pressure for accurate air delivery to your spray gun. Easy to read gauge. Order part #4252.

| Port Size: | 3/8” (NPT) (10mm) |
| Filter Element: | 5 µ |
| Adj. Pressure Range: | 7-140 psi (0.5-9.9 kgf/cm²) |
| Max Service Pressure: | 210 psi (15 kgf/cm²) |
| Max Flow: | 88 cfm (2500 l/min) |
| Operating Temp Range: | 41°F - 140°F (5°C - 60°C) |
| Drain Capacity: | 2.71fl. oz (80ml) |

Air Regulator
Regulate air pressure at the gun handle with this easy-to-read gauge and lightweight air pressure regulator. Order part #4253.
Spray Gun Accessories

Deluxe Fluid Set
A perfect add-on to your 7500 AtomiZer spray gun. A combination of our most popular size nozzles, needles and air caps all paired together in one handy set. Includes 0.8mm nozzle & needle with "A" air cap, 1.3mm nozzle & needle, 1.5mm nozzle & needle and 2.0mm nozzle & needle with "C" air cap. Order part #A7541.

Contractor Fluid Set
Add the additional fluid nozzles, needles and air cap that are not included in the Deluxe Fluid Set. The Contractor set includes a 1.8mm nozzle & needle and a 2.5mm nozzle & needle with the "D" air cap. Order part #A7549.

Cup Regulator with Gauge
Add this cup regulator to your 8200, 8400 or 7500C Series conversion spray gun to regulate cup pressure independent from gun inlet pressure allowing you to spray heavier coatings by increasing the cup pressure. Order part #A8267.

Male Quick Release Coupler
Add quick connects to your compressed air hose. Use genuine Apollo quick connects for easy connections. Fits all Apollo conversion spray guns with 1/4" NPT (6mm) male connection at the bottom of the spray gun handle. Order part #A2098.

Deluxe Accessory Package
Contains everything you need to keep your 5000 series spray gun operating perfectly. Includes a complete set of nozzles, needles and air cap for virtually every finishing application you will encounter, plus all gaskets and seals, extra check valves and a cleaning brush. Order part #A5319.